Intracranial stimulation of the trigeminal nerve in man. III. Sensory potentials
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SUMMARY Percutaneous electrical stimulation of the trigeminal root was performed in 18 subjects undergoing surgery for idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia or implantation of electrodes into Meckel's cave for recording of limbic epileptiform activity. All subjects had normal trigeminal reflexes and evoked potentials. Sensory action potentials were recorded anterogradely from the supraorbital (V1), infraorbital (V2) and mental (V3) nerves. In the awake subject, sensory potentials were usually followed by myogenic artifacts due to direct activation of masticatory muscles or reflex activation of facial muscles. In the anaesthetised and curarised subject, sensory potentials from the three nerves showed 1-4-2-2 ms onset latency, 1-9-2-7 ms peak latency and 17-29 μV amplitude. Sensory conduction velocity was computed at the onset latency (maximum CV) and at the peak latency (peak CV). On average, maximum and peak CV were 52 and 39 m/s for V1, 54 and 42 m/s for V2 and 54 and 44 m/s for V3. There was no apparent difference in CV between subjects with trigeminal neuralgia and those with epilepsy. A significant inverse correlation was found between CV and age, the overall maximum CV declining from 59 m/s (16 years) to 49 m/s (73 years). This range of CV is compatible both with histometric data and previous electrophysiological findings on trigeminal nerve conduction. Intraoperative intracranial stimulation is also proposed as a method of monitoring trigeminal function under general anaesthesia.

The cutaneous branches of the trigeminal nerve remain in the depth of craniofacial structures for most of their course, and emerge on the surface of the face in the proximity of their target skin territory, dividing into thin, short, terminal fascicles. This leaves little room for stimulation and recording of nerve fibres in intact man, hence the absence of normative data on trigeminal nerve conduction.

The available electroneurographic data have been achieved by intraoperative recordings, either by recording from the ganglion and root, in subjects undergoing surgery for trigeminal neuralgia.

This paper describes the sensory action potentials (SAPs) evoked in the supraorbital, infraorbital and mental nerves, by direct electrical stimulation of the trigeminal root, and the sensory conduction velocity (CV) of the three branches, in patients suffering from idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia or temporal lobe epilepsy.

Material and methods

The study was carried out in 18 subjects of either sex aged 16-73 years (mean age, 51). Four subjects, suffering from complex partial seizures suspected to be of mesio-basal limbic origin, were being submitted to implantation of permanent electrodes into Meckel's cave for recording of limbic electrical activity.14 Fourteen subjects, diagnosed as having idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia, were undergoing percutaneous interventions on the ganglion and root by radiofrequency thermocoagulation6 or balloon microcompression7 or chronic electrical stimulation.8

In all subjects trigeminal function was examined a few days before surgery by means of electrophysiological testing of trigeminal reflexes: corneal reflex evoked by electrical stimulation of the cornea, blink reflex evoked by electrical stimulation of the supraorbital and infraorbital nerves, mastoid silent periods evoked by electrical stimulation of the infraorbital and mental nerves, jaw-jerk to taps to the chin.9

In the immediate preoperative period, nine subjects were...
also submitted to scalp recording (vertex—Cv7) of the early waves evoked by electrical stimulation of the infraorbital nerve.10

**Stimulation technique** Details of surgical technique and of stimulation have been previously reported.3 A surgical cannula was inserted through the foramen ovale, under x-ray guidance with image intensification, and advanced until the tip reached the clival line on lateral x-ray projection. This position was considered to correspond to the trigeminal root at the level of the trigeminal incisura on the petrous bone.3,11–13 Different kinds of stimulating electrodes were used. Bipolar concentric stimulation was performed by means of an insulated stylet (cathode) with a 2 mm bare tip which protruded 1 mm from the teflon-coated surgical cannula, which had a 5 mm bare tip (anode). Unipolar stimulation was performed either by means of an insulated lead, with a 4 mm uninsulated cylindrical tip, or by the above-mentioned stylet (either of the two being connected to the cathode, with the anode being placed on the ipsilateral earlobe). Square-wave negative pulses (0.05–0.1 ms duration, 0.5–15 mA intensity, 1–3 Hz frequency) were delivered.

**Recording technique** Antidromic sensory action potentials (SAPs) were recorded unipolarly from the supraorbital (V1–SAP), infraorbital (V2–SAP) and mental nerve (V3–SAP), by means of fine needle-electrodes (3 mm uninsulated tip) inserted into the homonymous foramina, the reference electrodes being placed subcutaneously 2–3 cm apart. Direct and reflex motor responses were recorded by surface electrodes placed over the masseter and orbicularis oculi muscles. Signals were amplified (band 5–5000 Hz), averaged (40–200 averages) and stored on floppy discs by means of a signal analyser (B.A.S.I.S. OTE). The onset latency of SAPs was measured at the first positive peak (P1), the peak latency at the negative peak (N), the duration between the two positive peaks (P1–P2) and the maximum amplitude peak-to-peak. Conduction velocity was computed taking both the onset latency (maximum CV) and the peak latency (peak CV) as conduction time.

In six selected cases (see below) the conduction distance between stimulating and recording electrodes was measured on radiographs in lateral projection (table 1). From measurements on 13 adult skulls, the average distance between the trigeminal incisura on the petrous bone and the three nerve outlets was 81 mm, 79 mm and 119 mm, for the supraorbital, infraorbital and mental branches, respectively.

Statistical analysis was performed by Student's t test for paired data (within-subject differences), analysis of variance (comparison among sub-groups of subjects) and r coefficient of linear regression (correlation between age and CV).

**Results**

Both the whole series of trigeminal reflexes9 and the early waves of trigeminal evoked potentials10 fell within normal limits in all subjects. Intraoperative recordings from muscles showed that, in the awake subject, unipolar retrogasserian stimulation evoked direct motor responses at 2–2.5 ms latency from masticatory muscles (M-waves)3 and/or reflex responses at 8–13 ms latency from facial muscles (R1-like responses).4 With the bipolar concentric stimulation, the appearance of M-waves or R1-like responses depended respectively on the exact positioning of the tip of the electrode within a lower or an upper division of the root. Signals from the supraorbital and infraorbital leads showed an early (1.9 ms peak latency), small and short-duration potential which merged with or was followed by a series of slow and large deflections, ascribable to myogenic contamination from the surrounding masticatory and facial muscles. Signals from the mental lead were often completely obliterated by muscle artifacts (fig 1bc).

In the anaesthetised and curarised subject, electric silence was obtained from muscle leads, while the slow deflections disappeared from the three cutaneous leads and an early and short potential (2.7 ms peak latency) appeared in the signal from the mental nerve (fig 1d). After the surgical lesion, electric silence was also obtained from the cutaneous leads in the divisions which were anaesthetic at postoperative clinical examination. It was concluded that the early and short-duration potentials recorded from the supraorbital, infraorbital and mental leads could be identified as compound sensory action potentials elicited antidromically by the retrogasserian stimuli.

In six selected cases, curarised and submitted to unipolar stimulation, SAPs were readily obtained from all three divisions (table 1). The potentials

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nerve</th>
<th>Distance (mm)</th>
<th>Onset latency (ms)</th>
<th>Peak latency (ms)</th>
<th>Duration (ms)</th>
<th>Amplitude (μV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supraorbital</td>
<td>82 ± 5</td>
<td>1.62 ± 0.223</td>
<td>2.02 ± 0.23</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.28</td>
<td>28 ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infraorbital (paired difference with supraorbital)</td>
<td>−2.6 ± 3</td>
<td>−0.18 ± 0.28</td>
<td>−0.20 ± 0.21</td>
<td>+0.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>+5 ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental (paired difference with supraorbital)</td>
<td>+39.8 ± 9</td>
<td>+0.72 ± 0.38</td>
<td>+0.88 ± 0.36</td>
<td>+0.3 ± 0.25</td>
<td>−15 ± 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.01, p < 0.05

*Each subject was curarised, intraoperatively radiographed, and showed SAPs in all divisions.

Statistical analysis was performed by Student's t test for paired data (within-subject differences), analysis of variance (comparison among sub-groups of subjects) and r coefficient of linear regression (correlation between age and CV).
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In six selected cases, curarised and submitted to unipolar stimulation, SAPs were readily obtained from all three divisions (table 1). The potentials
Fig 1  Responses to retrogasserian stimulation in awake and in curarised subjects. (a) Schematic drawing showing stimulation and recording sites. Stimulation of retrogasserian root (S). Recordings from the supraorbital (r1), infraorbital (r2) and mental (r3) nerves and from the masseter muscle (r4). (b, c) Responses in awake subjects to unipolar (b) and bipolar (c) stimulation. Note that small sensory potentials in r1 and r2 are followed by myogenic artifacts from masticatory M-waves (b) or facial R1-like responses (c). (d) Responses in an anaesthetised and curarised subject to unipolar stimulation. Note sensory action potentials (SAPs) from the three cutaneous branches and electric silence from the muscle lead.
showed a triphasic configuration (positive-negative-positive) and were similar in the supraorbital and infraorbital nerves, whereas the potential from the mental nerve had a slightly longer latency, longer duration and smaller amplitude. The differences between SAPs from V3 and from the other two divisions were statistically significant (table 1). Sensory conduction velocities were computed for each of the three branches, by measuring the conduction distances on intraoperative radiographs (fig 2). Maximum CV averaged 51–55 m/s and peak CV 41–44 m/s, without significant differences between the three divisions.

There was no difference in SAP or CV data between the six selected subjects and the others, or between subjects affected by neuralgia and epilepsy. In addition, the measurement of conduction distances on radiographs (table 1) and on skulls (see Methods) yielded virtually equal values. We considered it therefore justified to average the data for the whole group of 18 subjects.

The occurrence of SAPs from each of the three divisions in the whole population is summarised in table 2. A sensory potential was most frequently obtained from the infraorbital nerve (83% of cases), mainly in combination with SAPs from either of the two other divisions. Sensory CV was similar in the three divisions, though slightly lower for V1. The average values of maximum and peak CV were 52 and 39 m/s for the first, 54 and 42 m/s for the second and 54 and 44 m/s for the third division (table 3). A significant inverse correlation (p < 0.05) was found between CV and age. Figure 3 shows the functions "age maximum-CV" and "age-peak CV" with values for the three divisions pooled. Maximum CV decreased from 59 m/s (16 years) to 49 m/s (73 years).

---

**Table 2** Frequency of SAPs obtained from the three trigeminal divisions in 18 subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>V1</th>
<th>V2</th>
<th>V3</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction velocity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that SAPs were most commonly obtained from V2, usually together with V1 and/or V3–SAPs. The absence of the V2–SAP never occurred with the concomitant presence of V1 and V3 SAPs.

---

**Table 3** Trigeminal SAPs and conduction velocity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nerve</th>
<th>Onset latency (ms)</th>
<th>Conduction velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Peak latency (ms)</th>
<th>Conduction velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Duration (ms)</th>
<th>Amplitude (µV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supraorbital (n = 11)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>±0.25</td>
<td>±9</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>±0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infraorbital (n = 15)</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>±0.33</td>
<td>±9.4</td>
<td>±0.39</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>±0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental (n = 10)</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>±0.35</td>
<td>±9</td>
<td>±0.39</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>±1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average amplitude does not include responses from two cases (580 and 450 µV).
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**Fig 3** Age-dependence of sensory conduction velocity. Individual values of maximum CV (a) and peak CV (b) from the first (triangles), second (circles) and third (squares) division. Shaded areas are regression ± standard error of the estimate.

Peak CV decreased from 47 m/s (16 years) to 38 m/s (75 years).

The infraorbital electrodes were left in situ when used as stimulating electrodes for recording of scalp potentials preoperatively and when used intraoperatively as recording electrodes. Assuming that ortho- and antidromic conduction velocities were equal, this allowed a direct comparison between evoked potentials and V2-SAP (fig 4). The second wave of the scalp potential, the so-called W2, was synchronous with or slightly later than the peak of the V2-SAP (1.9 ms), while the first wave (W1) had a latency of approximately half (0.9 ms).

**Discussion**

Electrophysiological findings in trigeminal neuralgia

The question of electrophysiological abnormalities in trigeminal neuralgia is still a subject of controversy between authors who regard the finding of any abnormality as a sign of "symptomatic" neuralgia and those who commonly find abnormalities in cases of otherwise "idiopathic" neuralgia. The cause of disagreement may lie in the different methods of investigation, the first group of authors basing their opinion on testing of trigeminal reflexes and the second on cortical potentials evoked by stimulation in the trigeminal territory (TEPs). Both methods are open to criticism, since reflexes provide an indirect evaluation of trigeminal afferents through a motor response and the scalp potentials discussed here are bound to be contaminated by myogenic artifacts to such an extent that the cortical signal may be completely obscured. In this regard, it has recently been shown that curarisation conspicuously changes and flattens the signal beyond 10 ms, and that only the early far-field potentials have an undoubtedly neural origin (nerve, root and brainstem).

In our group of patients suffering from "idiopathic" trigeminal neuralgia, both the whole series of trigeminal reflexes and the early waves of TEPs...
(from the maxillary nerve and root) were normal. Furthermore, the sensory action potentials evoked by retrogasserian stimulation were identical to those of epileptic patients in whom there was no sign of trigeminal dysfunction. We conclude that, at least in the portion between the trigeminal incisura on the petrous bone and the nerve outlets on the face, sensory conduction in “idiopathic” neuralgia is normal. Naturally, with currently available electrophysiological methods it is impossible to detect dysfunctions involving only very few fibres or only small-diameter fibres, but both conditions might be sufficient to provoke paroxysmal pain.

**Sensory action potentials and conduction velocity** The sensory action potentials of the supraorbital, infraorbital and mental nerves were similar to those of limb nerves (fig 1d, table 3). A SAP was more commonly obtained from the infraorbital than from the other two branches (table 2). This could possibly be due to a series of concurring factors. Lying in an intermediate position within the root, the fibres of the second division are more likely to be reached by the stimulus. Because the recording electrode is inserted into the infraorbital canal, which can be easily identified and penetrated, it lies very close to the nerve. In two cases the amplitude of the V2–SAP even reached 580 μV and 450 μV, possibly because the tip of the recording electrode had pierced the nerve sheaths, and penetrated among the nerve fibres. The SAP from the mental nerve had a longer latency than that from the other two branches (table 3). This was attributed to the longer conduction distance; the conduction velocity was indeed similar in the three divisions, though slightly lower in the first division.

Maximum CV was, on average, 52 m/s for V1 and 54 m/s for V2 and V3 (table 3); it was inversely correlated with age, slowing from 59 m/s (16 years) to 49 m/s (73 years) (fig 3). The accuracy of these measurements was necessarily limited, both because the conduction distance was somewhat short (8–12 cm) and the conduction time was computed between stimulating and recording electrodes instead of between two sets of recording electrodes. However, the same method is commonly used for sensory CV measurement in the finger-wrist portion, with distances of 12–17 cm.19

Maximum CV of trigeminal sensory fibres (49–59 m/s) was lower than that of trigeminal motor fibres (55–68 m/s),3 at variance with findings in the mixed nerves of limbs. This can be ascribed to the absence of large-sized proprioceptive A alpha fibres in the cutaneous branches of the trigeminal nerve. Accordingly, the largest fibres of the human trigeminal motor root have diameters of 14 μm and over,20 while those of the sensory root reach only 11 μm.21 Similarly, the masticatory nerves in animals contain fibres larger by 3 μm than the frontal, infraorbital and inferior dental nerves.22 In two post-mortem specimens we found the largest fibres to be 10–11 μm in the ophthalmic, 11–12 μm in the maxillary and 14–16 μm in the mandibular nerve (containing motor fibres) (unpublished data). Other purely cutaneous nerves, such as the sural, saphenous and superficial radial, show a conduction velocity somewhat higher than the trigeminal sensory CV, but also have slightly larger nerve fibres. A survey of reports on the human sural nerve, the most widely studied cutaneous nerve, shows that maximum conduction velocities range between 50 and 62 m/s, while the largest diameters are between 12 and 14.5 μm.23–28 Age-dependence is also a common feature of conduction velocity in human nerves. According to the age-CV function computed by Buchthal,23 maximum CV in the sural nerve would be 57 m/s at 16 and decrease to 54 m/s at 73 years.

The “peak” conduction velocity of trigeminal sensory fibres was on average 39 m/s for V1, 42 m/s for V2 and 44 m/s for V3. An age-related decline was evident, the average velocity of the three branches falling from 47 m/s to 38 m/s. Conventional clinical measurement of conduction velocity has focussed primarily on the fastest-conducting fibres. Peak CV (that is the velocity computed taking the negative peak latency as conduction time) is commonly used only when there is some difficulty in evaluating the onset latency. However, since the time of Gasser, studies of the reconstruction of the compound action potential based on electrophysiological and histometric data have shown that the nerve potential is determined by the relative density of functioning fibres in the various regions of the velocity spectrum.29–32 In unipolar recordings the peak of the potential would correspond, though approximately, to the conduction time of the main bulk of fibres the diameter of which is coincident with the peak of the larger fibres in the histogram.19,27,29 We believe that the peak latency and velocity are useful in comparing results with latencies and estimates of conduction velocity derived from studies on trigeminal evoked potentials or trigeminal reflexes. Considering how small a proportion of the total nerve-fibre population the fastest-conducting fibres represent, they are unlikely to be responsible for either evoked potentials or reflexes.

**Comparison with previous electrophysiological findings on trigeminal nerve conduction** Ley et al1 took recordings from the trigeminal root during surgery by the transcerebellar route. They stimulated the cutaneous branches and recorded unipolarly from the root close to the pons entry. Stimulation of the supraorbital nerve yielded satisfactory recordings in a sufficient number of cases. The onset latency for the V1-elicited potential was 1.9 ms. A conduction velocity of about 50 m/s was proposed. In the present
study, the onset latency of the V1-SAP was 1·6 ms. Since our retrogresserian stimulation site was at the level of the trigeminal incisura, the conduction distance was about 15–17 mm shorter than that of Ley and coworkers.11 12 A maximum CV of 50–55 m/s along the root would account for the latency difference.

Drechsler13 has suggested a conduction time of 5 ms for the nerve portion between the ganglion and the peripheral outlets of the cutaneous branches. This author attempted intraoperative recording of both antidromic and orthodromic sensory signals. Recordings from the cutaneous branches were completely obscured by slow artifacts starting at 2 ms, with a 5 ms peak, and lasting several milliseconds (possibly far-field potentials from M-waves of masticatory muscles). Orthodromic recordings from the ganglion showed a slow deflection as well, but this was preceded by a small short-duration wave, 2 ms peak latency, not described by the author, which had the features of a neural signal and fits with our own SAPs, peaking at about 2 ms.

Leandri and coworkers2 10 have described the early waves of the scalp potentials following stimulation of the infraorbital nerve. The first three waves, named W1–W2–W3, were supposed to originate respectively from the point of entry of the maxillary nerve into the ganglion, the point of entry of the root into the pons, and the presynaptic portion of the spinal tract. A conduction velocity of 40 m/s was proposed for V2 fibres. This estimate is far lower than our values for maximum CV, but it was derived from peak latencies and should therefore be compared with our peak CV, that is, 42 m/s for V2-fibres. According to recordings of scalp potentials and SAPs in our group, the generators of these early waves are slightly more distal than those indicated by Leandri and coworkers. In our subjects the scalp wave W2 coincided with the peak of the V2–SAP (fig 4), thus its generator should correspond to the root at the level of the trigeminal incisura on the petrous bone, while W1, its latency being half that of the SAP, probably originates halfway between the trigeminal incisura and the infraorbital foramen, that is at the level of inferior fissura on the orbital floor.

The estimates of trigeminal sensory CV derived from blink reflex studies are necessarily indirect, being based on reflex latencies, in which the synaptic delay could not be precisely accounted for. A first group of authors, supporting the view that the reflex is cutaneous, reported values of 33–44 m/s for V13 7 and 39–44 m/s for V2,4 falling in the range of intermediately-fast conducting fibres. These values are consistent with the average peak CV reported here (39 m/s for V1 and 42 m/s for V2).

Surgical significance. Besides providing data on trigeminal nerve physiology, the technique of retrogresserian stimulation, as described in this paper and two earlier publications,3 4 might be helpful in operations for the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia. At present, the subject’s collaboration is necessary both to identify the proper division within the root and to assess the effect of the surgical lesion, which slows the operation and is uncomfortable for the patient. We have observed that bipolar concentric stimulation selectively evokes direct motor responses or sensory potentials from upper or lower divisions depending on the positioning of the intracranial needle, and that the surgical manoeuvre can suppress the potentials. Once the method is standardised, it should be possible to perform the operation under continuous general anaesthesia.
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